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1-hour workshops P1-P6: 4-5 days (2-2.5 hours per day)K1-K3:
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K1-K3
Programmes highlight topics
such as feelings and values
taught through Feelings,
Virtues, Fables, Role Models
and Science and Story Series.
Workshops are 1-hour long
and are catered to no more
than 8 students per class.

Going to
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SCIENCE SERIES

Anger Management
(Volcano Experiment )

Making Friends 
(Colour Experiment) 

Teamwork 
(Circuit Experiment)

Resilience 
(Density Experiment)

Using hands-on STEM experiments as
analogies, students learn about important
life lessons such as how to manage anger,
find friends and teamwork.

Acceptance 
(Rain Cloud Experiment)

New!New!

Making Choices
(States of Matter)

Being Brave
(Seismograph Experiment)

NewWorkshops!
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STORY ADVENTURE SERIES
New

Series!

Through exploring story books, students
embark on an adventure to learn about
positive values and attitudes such as
respecting others and showing integrity.
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Integrity
Respect for Others

Respect for Rules

Diligence Empathy

New! New!

New!

New!New!



angry

loved

sad

jealousbrave

curious

FEELINGS SERIES

disappointed

By learning about feelings, students deepen their
understanding of themselves and enhance their
interpersonal skills. Students learn to build their
'emotional dictionary' and then learn to identify,
articulate and express their feelings to others, while
also learning to empathise and relate to others.

thankful

worried

frustratedconfident
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Parent-Approved



Danny the
Determined

Dog

VIRTUES SERIES

Ellie the
Empathetic

Elephant

Teddy the
Tenacious

Turtle

Be an adventurous explorer and grow in respect,
responsibility, perseverance, bravery, care, tenacity
and more. Children set out on a safari camp to
explore animals of good character and how they can
apply the character virtues in their daily lives.

Jayden the
Generous Jay

Roger &
Rachel the
Responsible

Robins

Peter & Paula
the

Perseverant
Penguins

Brian the
Brave

Badger

Patty the
Patient
Python

Kathy the
Caring

Kangaroo
Sandy the Self-

controlled
Squirrel
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Popular
Series



FABLES SERIES
There is power in storytelling. Children are
introduced to fables and learn character through
some of the classics. Fables such as 'Lion and Mouse',
'Bundle of Sticks', and 'Crow and the Pitcher' will be
used to highlight values like friendship, teamwork,
and perseverance.
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Popular
Series
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Marie Curie
(Persistence)

ROLE MODELS SERIES
Positive role models inspire and encourage the
building of character. Students will learn about
the life stories of historical and modern role
models. Character values such as humble
leadership, persistence, perseverance, and
compassion through different role models will be
covered in this series.

Mother Teresa 
(Compassion)

Lai Chi Wai
(Perseverance)

Nick Vujicic
(Perseverance)
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Amelia Earhart
(Courage)

Helen Keller
(Hardworking)

Popular
Series



TICK OFF THE ONES YOU'VE
COMPLETED!
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ROLE
MODELSSCIENCEFABLESVIRTUESFEELINGS STORY

ADVENTURES



Fees: $500/workshop (3+ workshops) 
          $450/workshop (5+ workshops)  
          $400/workshop (7+ workshops)  
          $350/workshop (10+ workshops)

24-28 JUNE / 29 JULY-2 AUGUST

2-5 JULY

TIMETABLE (      K1 TO K3)
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going
to



10% Early Bird discount before 17th May 2024

8-12 JULY / 5-9 AUGUST

15-19 JULY / 12-16 AUGUST
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Enroll here

https://bit.ly/2022JEMSSummerProgrammes
https://form.jotform.com/221101029548446


10% Early Bird discount before 17th May 2024

22-26 JULY / 19-23 AUG
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Enroll here

JEMS Character Academy was founded in 2009 with the vision of seeing each child
as a Junior Excellent Member of Society (JEMS). JEMS is an English-speaking, after
school learning community focusing on Character Education for children up to age
12.
 
With the belief that great leaders who contribute to society not only have to be
intelligent but also have to have strong character and values, the curriculum at JEMS
focuses on building character as a foundation for raising leaders.

https://bit.ly/2022JEMSSummerProgrammes
https://form.jotform.com/221101029548446


P1-P6
Going to

Programme topics highlight
Character values such as
gratitude, resilience, teamwork,
and perseverance. 4 and 5-day
programmes are 2 to 2.5-hours
long each day and are catered to
no more than 10 students per
class.
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MAKE
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F R I E N D S

HOW TO:

WITH KINDNESS

BE
RESPONSIBLE
WITH MONEY

HOW TO:

HOW TO:

& UNDERSTANDING

Embrace the transformative
power of kindness and explore
the principles of inclusivity
and learn practical strategies
for fostering meaningful
connections. Join us to
cultivate a compassionate
mindset, promote acceptance,
and create a harmonious
community where everyone
feels valued. Don't miss this
opportunity to build lasting
friendships based on kindness
and understanding.

Learn to be responsible with
money and learn the 3Ss -
saving, spending, and sharing
wisely. Learn budgeting skills,
what interest is and the benefits
of early savings. This programme
includes a  community outing
for students to experience the
joy of sharing what they have
earned through the course. This
program offers students the
opportunity to gain financial
literacy and make a positive
impact on their community.

MANAGE TIME 
AND

PRIORITISE

School work, piano, reading,
football - there's so much to do in
a day! Through this programme,
students learn to prioritise their
schedule and how to be
responsible in using their time.
Through discussions and other
hands-on activities such as the
ping pong balls-marbles-rice
experiment, students learn the
importance and skills of time
management. 

(WITH COMMUNITY OUTING)
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HOW TO:

SELF-CONTROL

PRACTICE

WITH TECH

HOW TO:

HOW TO:

Learn to navigate screen time,
gaming, and online interactions
with discipline and intention.
Discover the consequences of
decisions and explore effective
strategies for maintaining healthy
screen time habits, striking a
balance between work, leisure,
and digital engagement. Students
will cultivate a healthier
relationship with technology and
harness its benefits without
compromising their well-being.

MANAGE 

WITH A
STRESS

GROWTH MINDSET

Learn to conquer stress in this
practical programme and explore
effective techniques for managing
stress, developing resilience, and
navigating challenging situations.
Students learn about different
types of stress, how to identify their
sources of stress, how to recognise
the impact it has on them and then
how to manage the stress with a
growth mindset. 

Proudly in
collaboration
with: 

A one-of-a-kind programme that unites STEM
and SEL (social-emotional learning), bringing
the best of both worlds together. For each day of
the programme, students take part in a science
experiment and learn the scientific theory
behind it. The experiment then serves as an
analogy of our feelings and how to manage our
emotions. As an example, students learn about
seismometers and heart rates. This then links to
how when we feel scared, our heart rates
increase and we learn how to calm our heart
rates by being brave.  

USE 

TO UNDERSTAND
STEM

EMOTIONS



Programme Fee: $3800 per topic
10% Early Bird discount
before 17th May 2024

TIMETABLE
Enroll here
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(       P1-P6)
going

to

https://bit.ly/2022JEMSSummerProgrammes
https://form.jotform.com/221101029548446


EMAIL
info@jems.com.hk

WEB
www.jems.com.hk

TEL
+852 3188 1516

WHATSAPP
+852 3188 1516 

JEMS CHARACTER ACADEMY
6/F,  Marina 8,
8 Heung Yip Road
Wong Chuk Hang

ADDRESS

INQUIRY

ENROLL HERE

https://form.jotform.com/221101029548446

